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ABSTRACT

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) has always been a frustrating disability for families and no official effective medical interventions has been found to cure this disorder yet. With more attention from the general public both nationally and internationally, more and more families and therapists showed preference to implement complementary and alternative medical (CAM) therapies. This review aims to provide more information about potential CAM that has been applied and their effectiveness.

1. Introduction

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is categorized as a type of developmental disability that is caused by a range of genetic mutations. This disorder may cause significant social, communication, and behavioral challenges which also vary for each individual. ASD has a growing prevalence that according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), studies in Asia, Europe, and North America have identified individuals with ASD with an average prevalence of between 1% and 2% [34]. A wide range of possible complementary and alternative medical (CAM) therapies have been developed since the last century, but their effectiveness is different for each situation and individual.

Various theories may be posed for single intervention, though more research and experiments may be required to certify its feasibility. Some CAM methods are more commonly used than others and those that have been frequently mentioned in studies and reviews are facilitated communication (FC), auditory integration training (AIT), heavy-metal chelation, secretin intervention, dietary intervention, dolphin-assisted therapy, musical therapy, and equine-assisted therapy.

2. Facilitated Communication Training

Facilitated communication starts with hand-over-hand support from the communicator as children fulfil tasks like multiple choice and fill-in-the-blanks of conversational
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texts. Then the external support would fade and the tasks change from structured to unstructured conversations [3]. An increased capability of communication and social skills is expected from this process which enables autistic children to write and express themselves freely and logically. However, studies in the following years have proved that the results from the experiment in 1992 were not reproducible and controversial. According to a review by Braman and other researchers, cases in which FC is proven to be effective, the responses received from participants were merely naming responses that are frequently one word [7]. Experiments that have already been carried out usually consist of a limited number of participants, thus the results are not as convincing and further quantitative experiments may be required to certify the effectiveness of FC as an intervention. The American Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA) has also pointed out that FC is not a recommended way of as evidenced-interventions, as it fails to meet the scientific efficacy standard. Furthermore, the risk of misinterpretation is undeniable and exists even among people without communication or social disabilities, thus the benefits from FC may be overweight by its disadvantages [38].

3. Auditory Integration Training

Auditory integration training required participants listening to pieces of modified music from headphones. This method was explicitly not recommended by ASHA due to its efficacy along with FC [38]. Experiment has also proven that the “change score” detected before and after AIT was not significant. For both parent-graded Aberrant Behavior Checklist Hyperactivity and parent Nisonger Child Behavior Rating Form Hyperactivity, the control group has more reduced score than the experimental group while the behavioral observation data for ear occlusion shows that behaviors have been increased after AIT. This experiment by Mudford showed that results from previous research proving AIT is effective is not replicable [22].

4. Heavy-Metal Chelation

The toxicity of mercury has long been well known, but the relationship between Hg and ASD was also proposed. The amount of mercury in vaccines in early childhood was discovered exceeding the standard government safety guidelines. Phenomena such as symptoms shown shortly after immunization, the increasing ASD prevalence along with vaccination increase, the similar ratio in sex of individuals influenced and a high heritability rate trend long with genetic predisposition to mercury sensitivity at low doses [4]. Since mercury could be a potential cause for ASD, the commonly seen method of removing heavy-metal from the bloodstream, chelation, is proposed as a treatment for ASD. However, this way of intervention may bring potential risk to autistic patients [18] while no adequate previously peer-reviewed publications about the efficacy of chelation treatment have been published [16]. More quantitative research may be required to determine the safety and efficacy of heavy-metal chelation as an ASD CAM treatment.

5. Secretin Intervention

Researchers like Horvath claimed that according to the observations from three autistic children after secretin treatment, gastrointestinal symptoms may have some correlation with the pathogenesis of ASD and secretin, as a type of a gastrointestinal peptide hormone, may contribute to the autistic behaviors. In his experiment, scientists observed hypersecretion of pancreaticobiliary fluid as well as detected improvements in social ability, communication and language skills [13]. However, this result was overthrown by several later experiments and evaluations. A study in 2001 doubts the reproducibility of Horvath’s results that 18 boys and 2 girls in the experiment showed neither significant improvement in language skills, nor in atypical behaviors and social skills [18]. Some may argue that the previous research may be limiting as it is a single-blinded, open-label pilot study, but beside the previous study, the seven randomized controlled trials by Krishnaswami do not show adequate evidence of effectiveness of secretin as a treatment for ASD [14]. Controversial results may demand further research to be carried out to testify the effectiveness for secretin interventions and it is undeniable that individual differences may influence the data.

6. Dietary Intervention

Some scientists suspect that food allergies and sensitivities are the causes for certain behavioral challenges for autistic individuals [38]. In White’s review and according to other researchers, metabolites of gluten and milk may interfere with brain function that causes abnormal behaviors as casomorphins and gliadomorphins are produced and leak out influencing the central nervous system (CNS) [39]. The two substances mentioned wouldn’t be hydrolyzed by proteolytic enzymes and thus stay in a relatively stable form and constantly affect the CNS [3]. Nevertheless, casomorphins can also be detected within the human cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [26]. From Sun and Cade’s experiments, one substance of this family, \( \beta \)-casomorphin-7, has triggered behavioral changes when
injected into rats [35]. Another aspect of this treatment is the opioid excess theory, which explains that the behaviors found in autistic patients expresses the effect of opioids on human brain function [39]. Young animals like rats that have exposure to low doses of opiate drugs displayed some behavioral symptoms seen in autistic children, providing evidence to the above theory [27]. By implementing dietary intervention, gluten and casein containing foods are excluded and supplements such as peptidase enzymes would be induced to breakdown casomorphin and gliadorphin into smaller peptides that have no opioid activity [10]. According to White, there are Anecdotal reports and limited single blind studies report improved social, cognitive and communication skills in individuals with autism using dietary and enzyme therapy [39]. However, a double-blind randomized controlled trial that aims to testify the effect of enzyme therapy on autistic behaviors shows that there is no significant improvement observed from the participants [23]. Moreover, a review shows that in over half of the experiments between 1977 and 2010 on dietary treatment have multiple interventions practiced by participants, so it is also difficult to isolate the effect of a single intervention [44]. Thus, from all of the results above, the evidence is not enough to accurately evaluate the effectiveness of dietary intervention and more rigorously designed research is needed.

7. Dolphin-Assisted Therapy

Dolphin-assisted therapy includes both on dock and in-water sessions and interactions with dolphins would be considered rewards of operant conditioning. The program is supported by three theories: attention deficit hypothesis, operant conditioning, and interdisciplinary team model [24]. The attention deficit hypothesis suggests that individuals with mental retardation to learning are caused by a deficit of ability to capture relevant dimensions of stimuli instead of unable to process information [31][43]. By assisting those individuals finding cues of stimuli and being exposed under that condition long enough, triggered learning behaviors may be observed [17][21]. This theory is later extended to neurological perspectives that attention deficit may also be caused by visual spatial frequency [29][32], frontal lobe impairment [9][12], and neuronal size [40]. Operant research has long been discovered and applied which turned out to be relatively effective among all methods for individuals with severe disabilities [20][11]. The interdisciplinary team model consists of areas of, but not limited to, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech-language pathology, special education, psychology, medicine, nursing, nutrition, and social work to guarantee its safety and effectiveness [15].

Results from a dolphin-assisted therapy research shows changes in several aspects including communicative abilities, social-emotional behavior, and mother-child interaction, whereas many are short-termed and some are mild [9]. However, many researches carried out around dolphin-assisted therapy mostly focus on children with severe disabilities in general instead of specifically accentuating its effect on ASD children, thus its efficacy for autistic patients in particular may require further studies.

8. Musical Intervention Therapy (MIT)

Musical intervention therapy implements music and music activities for the foundation of therapeutic interventions [30]. This way of intervention primarily aims to initiate and sustain joint attention and among all music, improvisational music is a key element [41]. The context of the mentioned method evolves over time which makes it more flexible and individualized. Music and lyrics are composed before the session and usually presented by recording or a sung presentation [30]. Several researchers depict the process as “meet the child” in music that the participants are able to match and reflect their feelings in the played music [11][29][41]. In other words, music serves as an assisted way to help children expressing their emotions. In such a way, this way of intervention is highly child-centered in order for them to make personal connections with the music played by therapists [41]. The musical interaction mentioned above somehow also mimics a mother-infant non-verbal interaction where the reciprocity in rhythmic, melody and dynamic style is similar to the interaction between the therapist and children [33][28][36][37][41]. In general, MIT mostly provides significant improvement in reciprocal, interactive communication and play [42][43]. Though there are still participants who show negative results [30], thus MIT may be considered as an effective CAM.

9. Equine-Assisted Therapy

There are various approaches under equine-assisted therapy (EAT) which includes therapeutic horseback riding and therapeutic horsemanship. EAT can provide many positive benefits in multiple perspectives including social, emotional, communicative, and physical domains. Physically, the rhythmic equine movements are beneficial for one’s balance, coordination, posture, and muscle symmetry. Mentally, there is increasing evidence that suggests EAT can also improve participants’ self-esteem, self-concept, and self-efficacy [19][6]. According to the report, individuals who receive CAM interventions
seldom publicly mention or discuss their experiences as it may suggest they suffer from some kind of disabilities. However, in the condition of therapeutic riding, individuals may be willing to share it with their friends. Moreover, some of the participants are willing to attend activities and look forward to it. The changes that are mentioned above clearly indicate the social and language improvements brought by EAT, but existing researches are limited and small in scale. The physiological benefits of EAT seem widely accepted, but existing researches are limited and small in scale. The effectiveness of hippotherapy. Additionally, considering the cost for utilizing hippotherapy on a regular basis, its prevalence and benefits may be reevaluated.
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